
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of account relationship manager. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for account relationship manager

To monitor and keep relevant system (CSP’s) updated to ensure that client
protocols are clear and accurate to facilitate an excellent claims experience
for the Customer
Own and manage the teams mailboxes
Working with Talent Acquisition, document client meetings, including job
requirements and candidate/contractor feedback
Provide sales and marketing support to the VP, International Life Distribution
and Account VP
Be proactive with key Distributor personnel to build, enhance, and maintain
strong relationships
Work with Distributors to identify market and sales opportunities/business
potential the ability to address and resolve issues raised by Distributors that
may cover a wide array of topics
Assist in the creation and development of key marketing pieces and
persuasive sales presentations
Develop contracts and Statement of Works (SOWs) finalizing their details,
costs with vendors
Monitor queue managed by Operation if applicable
Collaborate with the Business Manager in creating necessary reports on
events including performance feedback on Team

Example of Account Relationship Manager Job
Description
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Maintain a close relationship with Claims Department, representing claims in
all external client / broker meetings and feeding back client and broker
needs, changes and requirements
Collaborate closely with all other key internal functions, including
underwriting, overseas territories, RISO Bermuda(captive loss billings),
marketing, communications and profit centres to align claims relationships
with broader business objectives and to integrate claims within company
strategies
Build and maintain relationships with key brokers
Manage expectations and monitor customer’s satisfaction identifying trends
and providing feedback to the Claims Management team and Client
Engagement team
Facilitate resolution of claims issues across all lines of business in a timely
manner
Creating and distributing claims bulletins/protocols across relevant countries
and claims teams for designated clients


